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In this work a synthesis of carbon nanowalls (CNWs) in the plasma of argon and methane gases of capacitively
coupled radio-frequency (CCRF) discharge is considered. The carbon nanowalls were synthesized by plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition method at relatively lower values of discharge power and gas ﬂow rate for
low-cost CNWs production. The growth process of carbon nanowalls was studied at diﬀerent synthesis parameters. The morphology and structure quality of obtained samples were investigated by Raman spectroscopy,
scanning electron and atomic force microscopies. It was found, that at a lower value of RF power the formation
of CNWs goes better with increasing methane ﬂow rate and further increasing RF power leads to agglomeration
of nanowalls and formation of nanoclusters, which then transfer into multilayered graphene. Thus, on the basis
of obtained results, a process map with diﬀerent zones of deposited carbon nanostructures is developed.

1. Introduction
The so-called carbon nanowalls are graphite-based material with
vertically aligned graphene sheets. The form of CNWs is a maze-like
structure of vertically standing graphene layers with the thickness of
several nanometers. The CNWs were ﬁrstly synthesized by Wu et al. in
2002 [1] using microwave plasma-enhanced chemical deposition
system (MPECVD). Even then it was predicted that such structure due
to the large surface area may ﬁnd many applications as ﬁeld emission
displays [2–4], catalysts support materials [5], energy storage [6–8],
sensors [9], etc. Like many graphene-based materials, CNWs have a
great practical interest for applications as it was mentioned above and
that is not only due to their porous surface and remarkable properties,
which are inherent graphene-based materials but also due to their
simpliﬁed fabrication technology. Usually, no metal catalysts are required for PECVD synthesis of CNW ﬁlm, moreover, they can be grown
on almost any substrates (silicon, oxides, and metals) at a relatively
lower temperature [9–22], compared to the carbon nanotubes (CNTs).
Krivchenko et al. reported [23] that CNWs can be used as a candidate
material for the black body-like coating with an ultra-low total reﬂectance of 0.13%. The authors claim that the major characterization
factors of CNWs optical properties (reﬂection coeﬃcient) are their
structural imperfection, presence of edge states and surface density of
CNWs. As a result, the speciﬁc absorption of the CNW ﬁlm (absorption

⁎

per unit density of the area) reaches up to 6600 g−1 cm2 in the visible
range of light, which is almost one order higher than the corresponding
values for the CNT forest. In this connection, obtaining of CNWs with
demand structural characteristics plays an important role for their application. Liu et al. showed [16] that the density of carbon nanostructures increases with increasing of gas pressure from 120 to 300 Pa,
besides the decomposition of carbon atoms in PECVD process increases
with increasing of radio-frequency power from 600 to 2400 W, but the
strong RF plasma can destroy the deposited carbon nanostructures. Cho
et al. reported [20] a successful control of the density of CNWs by
varying gas pressure (1–5 Pa) and discharge power (200–400 W) with
no changing the quality of graphene crystalline for obtaining of CNWs
with higher electrical properties. Hiramatsu et al. demonstrated [24]
the synthesis of CNWs by using RF-PECVD method and two diﬀerent
carbon source gases at RF power of 100–400 W. They found that in case
of using of hexaﬂuoroethane with hydrogen (C2F6/H2) the deposition of
CNWs goes better than in case of methane with hydrogen (CH4/H2).
Thus, all of these works [1–23] were devoted to studying structural
properties of CNWs at diﬀerent experimental conditions, where the
minimal values of discharge power and gas ﬂow rate were 100 W and
50 sccm, respectively. Whereas, the present work considers a study of
the synthesis process of CNWs in CCRF plasma at relatively lower values of RF power (8–15 W) and gases ﬂow (7/0.7–1 sccm) for low-cost
production of CNWs. On the basis of obtained results, a process map
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Fig. 1. SEM images of silicon substrate with a catalytic nickel layer, top view (left) and side view (right).

(Si) wafer with a nickel (Ni) catalyst thin ﬁlm was carried out in an RFPECVD reactor. Thin nickel ﬁlm on the silicon substrate was obtained
by the electron beam deposition method. SEM image of the initial
morphology of the Si/Ni substrate is shown in Fig. 1. The thickness of
the Ni layer was about 30 nm.
Before PECVD synthesis of CNWs the substrate was soft treated by
argon (Ar) plasma of RF discharge for cleaning the surface contamination and annealed for formation of Ni nanoclusters at the following discharge parameters: gas temperature of 500 K, gas ﬂow rate of
7 sccm, gas pressure of 1.3 Torr and RF power of 8–15 W. After 15 min,
the temperature was increased up to 700 K and methane (CH4) gas was
introduced into the reactor for synthesis of CNWs. Thus, for study the
quality of synthesized CNWs and determine an optimal synthesis condition the diﬀerent samples of Si/Ni/CNWs were synthesized at RF
power of 8–15 W, gas ﬂow rates of Ar/CH4:7/0.7-1 sccm and synthesis
time of 10–30 min.
Morphology and structure quality of obtained samples were investigated by FEI 3D Quanta scanning electron microscopy (SEM), NT
MDT NTegra Spectra Raman spectroscopy and NTegraTherma atomic
force microscopy (AFM). The AFM investigation of obtained samples
was done by measuring with the NSG10 cantilever (length is 125 µm,
wideness is 27 µm, thickness is 2.75 µm and typical resonance frequency is 240 kHz) in semi-contact mode.
Graphitization study of CNWs was done by Raman spectroscopy
with laser length of 473 nm. The typical Raman spectrum of synthesized
CNWs is shown in Fig. 2. The spectrum consists of D-peak at
1363 cm−1, G-peak at 1584 cm−1 with D’-peak at 1613 cm−1, 2D-peak
at 2725 cm−1 and G + D peak at 2953 cm−1. The D-mode is associated
with defects in the sp2 structures, G-mode is usually observed in graphite materials, D′-peak corresponds to the symmetry breaking of the
ﬁnite sp2 crystalline size and appearance of graphene edges, 2D-peak
(G′) is a second order of the D-mode (appearance of 2D-peak is treated
as a ﬁngerprint of carbon materials crystalline) and G + D (D′′) peak is
a combination band of G and D peaks. Intensity ratio of the D and G
peaks (ID/IG) indicates the degree of defectiveness in the structure [26].

Fig. 2. Raman spectrum of synthesized CNWs in Ar/CH4 plasma of RF discharge
at gas temperature of 500 °C, ﬂow rates of Ar/CH4 is 7/0.9 sccm and RF power
of 9 W.

Fig. 3. Dependence of intensities ratios of the peaks D to G and 2D to G on the
synthesis time.

3. Results and discussion
As is known, the PECVD process is used for obtaining not only
CNWs, but also other allotropes of carbon, such as carbon nano- and
microparticles, nanotubes and nanoﬁbers, multilayered graphene, etc.
Indeed, our previous work [27] showed that the carbon nanoﬁbers and
nanotubes (1–7 W), the carbon nanowalls (8–15 W) and the multilayered graphene (20–25 W) were synthesized at diﬀerent values of RF
power. Also, it was shown that increasing RF power more than 15 W
leads to the formation of agglomeration of walls into nanoclusters.
According to this, an optimal range of RF power for CNWs synthesis was

with diﬀerent zones of deposited carbon nanostructures is developed.
2. Experimental part
The experiments were carried out in the plasma of capacitive coupled radio-frequency discharge. The structure of the experimental setup
was described in detail in previous work [25]. The PECVD synthesis of
carbon nanomaterials, in particular of carbon nanowalls on a silicon
2
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Fig. 4. The SEM images of obtained CNWs at diﬀerent methane ﬂow rates and RF powers.

chosen as 8–15 W.
For determining the optimal growth time of carbon nanowalls, the
CNWs synthesis was carried out in the time interval from 10 to 30 min.

And to assess the quality of the obtained samples of CNWs, the dependences of ID/IG and I2D/IG intensities ratios on the growth time are
estimated (Fig. 3). It is seen, that the quality of synthesized CNWs

3
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Fig. 5. AFM topography signal (left) of a 2 × 2 µm2 area and phase map (right) of the same area of CNWs obtained at 10 W (a) and 11 W (b), the green square shows a
magniﬁed area in topography signal.

Fig. 6. Dependence of ID/IG and LD on CH4 ﬂow rate for obtained sample at RF
power of 12 W.

Fig. 7. Raman spectra of synthesized CNWs in Ar/CH4 plasma of RF discharge
at temperature of 700 K, gas ﬂow rates of Ar/CH4 is 7/0.8 sccm and RF power of
50–100 W.

increases with increasing growth time, then after 25 min decreases.
Analysis of ID/IG and I2D/IG intensities ratios of synthesized CNWs at
diﬀerent values of RF power and ﬂow rates showed the same result,
therefore in further, the optimal growth time was chosen as 25 min.
Further experiments were carried out at a temperature of 700 K, a

gas pressure of 1.9 Torr and diﬀerent values of RF power 8–15 W and
methane ﬂow rate 0.7-1 sccm. Corresponding SEM images of obtained
samples are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen, that at a lower value of RF power
4
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50 W

100W

Fig. 8. The SEM images of obtained CNWs at 50 and 100 W RF powers.

(Fig. 6). It's seen, that the intensities ratio of D to G peaks are located in
the range of 1.6–1.85, it means that defectiveness of crystal lattice in
graphene sheet is low and quantity of nanocrystalline becomes more at
methane ﬂow rates of 0.8 and 0.9 sccm. Moreover, the estimated size of
in-plane correlation length La of all synthesized samples varies from 3.4
to 2.2 nm, which is related to the size scale over which CNW can be
considered defect-free. For comparison with other work [21], the ID/IG
intensities ratio of CNWs fabricated at high RF power (200–400 W) is
much higher and lies in the range of 2.27–2.37. This means that the
structure quality of our samples is much better, because the higher ID/IG
intensities ratio, the larger the number of defects in the structure. But
our CNWs synthesis experiments at higher power 50 and 100 W show
the absence of CNWs deposition. One of the possible reasons is low
values of gas ﬂow rate in our experiments. Corresponding Raman
spectrum and SEM images are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.
Raman spectrum indicates the presence of carbon crystalline structure
in obtained samples, but not the presence of CNWs since there is no
typical D’ peak. Another reason of absence of CNWs can be explained as
follows. In CNWs growth mechanism the ion irradiation Ar (ion ﬂux
and energy) plays an important role, this phenomenon was also noted
in [28,29] during the formation of nanoislands and dangling bonds on a
growing surface, which leads to the formation of nucleation centers. On
the one hand, irradiation with Ar ions enhances the surface reaction in
the growth phase, including the adsorption of hydrocarbon radicals at
nucleation sites; on the other hand, increased ion irradiation (higher RF
power) inhibits CNWs growth due to etching eﬀects. For this reason, the
transitions from CNWs formation into nanoclusters and then into
multilayered graphene are observed with increasing RF power. The ion
etching can be enhanced by an excessively high self-bias voltage depending on the following plasma parameters: surface area diﬀerence of
ground and powered electrodes, gas pressure, RF power, type of gas
[30]. Thus, the diﬀerence in the self-bias voltage also explains the absence of the CNWs at high powers in comparison with other works [21].
According to the SEM, Raman and AFM analysis a process map
(Fig. 9) was developed to chart the zones of nanocluster (NC) formation
in CNWs, poor and rich deposition of CNWs and multilayered graphene
(MLG).

Fig. 9. Developed process map to chart the zones of nanocluster (NC) formation
in CNWs, poor and rich deposition of CNWs and multilayered graphene (MLG).

with increasing methane ﬂow rate the formation of CNWs goes better
and increasing RF power leads to agglomeration of nanowalls and
formation of nanoclusters (Fig. 4w, ab, af), which then transfer into
multilayered graphene (Fig. 4x, ac, ag). At ﬁrst sight, Fig. 4 can be
divided into four zones: nanoclusters (NC), multilayered graphene
(MLG), poor-CNWs and rich-CNWs.
Estimated thicknesses and length of obtained CNWs from SEM
images were in the range of 30–52 nm and 100–300 nm, respectively. It
was found, that there is a small dependence of CNWs length on discharge parameters, but it is still observed a strong dependence of CNWs
form (shape of walls, thickness, density) on discharge parameters. More
detail information of this is given by AFM analysis of samples. Fig. 5
shows AFM images of two samples obtained at RF power of 10 and
11 W, the corresponding SEM images are shown in Fig. 4l and Fig. 4p.
At ﬁrst sight, the thickness of nanowalls in two samples is same, but
careful analysis shows that each nanowall in sample, which obtained at
the power of 10 W consists of 2 or 3 thin nanowalls (Fig. 5a). Corresponding phase maps of two samples also are shown in Fig. 5. The estimated height of CNWs in these areas is equal to about 80 nm. Thus,
the increasing of RF power leads to overlapping of thin nanowalls into
one wide nanowall. Indeed, a transition in form can be observed in
Fig. 4l and Fig. 4p, where walls lines are started to combine and then
form something like a “squama” structure (Fig. 4x, ac, ag).
Further, to estimate the structure quality of obtained CNWs the
intensities ratio of D to G peaks and D bandwidth (LD) were calculated

4. Conclusion
In summary, the diﬀerent carbon nanomaterials were synthesized in
the plasma of RF discharge. The optimal conditions of methane ﬂow
rate, RF power and growth time were determined for synthesis of high
quality CNWs. It was found that there is a small dependence of synthesized CNWs length on discharge parameters, whereas a strong dependence of CNWs form on discharge parameters is observed. AFM
5
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analysis showed that the thickness of all CNWs is approximately the
same. But each nanowall, obtained at lower RF power, may consist of 2
or 3 thin nanowalls, which then overlaps and forms something like a
“squama” structure with increasing RF power. According to the SEM,
Raman and AFM analysis a process map was developed to chart the
zones of nanocluster (NC) formation in CNWs, poor and rich deposition
of CNWs and multilayered graphene (MLG).
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